Exploiting Global Corporate Knowledge
Connecting employee questions with instant answers

Employees across multiple sites waste time looking for information to do their
jobs, with company knowledge repositories failing to provide relevant answers.
Over 80% of company know-how sits in the brains of its workers, companies are
unable to use it to win business and don’t have a system to provide insight to
support decision making.

Starmind
Starmind creates an unrivalled insight into the knowledge of its employees by
removing the need to curate and constantly update company knowledge bases.
Starmind uses machine learning to capture and understand individual expertise,
allowing teams to solve problems by receiving quality solutions, that employees
trust.

Why customers use
Starmind
• Trusted by Fortune 500
companies to deliver results
in over 75 countries.
• Used for innovation by
security conscious
organizations.
• Full deployment within hours.
• Integration into existing
environments e.g. Skype and
Teams.
• GDPR compliant solution.

Capture hidden knowledge

Connecting a global workforce

High quality answers

• Know-how is captured through
accumulation and analysis of
questions.

• Instant results drive productivity.
Average time to Solution 2.3 hours.

• Inquiries are matched with the
right expert.

• Foster innovation by breaking
down communication barriers.

• 95% of questions answered.

• Neuroscientific approach
means Starmind knows what
people know.
Three months to full operating
capability.

• Avoid making repeated mistakes
and learn from everyone.
70% of responses come from other
locations.

• Instant access to already stored
solutions.
4.5/5 ratings across all Starmind
customers.

We built a sportscar and Starmind delivered the engine (J. Walter Thompson, New York)
We made a big step forward in enabling our people to access each other’s know-how. (Nestlé, Switzerland)

Starmind connects experts' intelligence to a question. (Swiss Re CIO and Managing Director, 2017, Forbes)
With Starmind we found a solution that fits our needs and culture. (Peek & Cloppenburg KG)
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We turn large populations of employees into
super-organisms, able to solve any type of
business question at hand
Global workforce with instant
company knowledge

Starmind’s Offer

• Instant network deployment.

Our promise to you

• Measurable success and statistics.
• Fast return on investment within months.

Best in class security with Azure
• Secure multi-tier architecture outperforms
any on premise installation.
• Fast rollout despite highest security
standards.

We are deeply passionate about making
companies and teams more successful by
building the best technology to bring the
expertise of all the minds together.
Starmind has brought a world class team
together to use machine learning to increase
corporate productivity.

• Full control and real-time monitoring.

We turn large populations of employees into
super-organisms, able to solve any type of
business question at hand.

Enhancing Microsoft Teams
with instant answers

An offer to get you started

• Instantly connecting people based on
skills.
• Bot technology to access knowledge base.

Request a pilot today to evaluate Starmind’s
features. Get measurable results within 6-10
weeks after deployment.

• Seamless integration with human-like
interface.

You have a
question

You ask
anonymously

Similar questions
are displayed

Your unique question is
automatically directed to
the best experts

Benefits of Starmind
• Get all employees involved in taking the corporate organization forward.
• Significant reduction in wasted effort searching for answers to urgent corporate questions.
• Makes companies more competitive by using the collective intelligence of its workforce.
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info@starmind.com

An available expert
will answer your
question

